Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP is one of the nation’s leading firms representing domestic and foreign insurance companies in a full range of matters. We regularly represent insurers in state and federal courts across the country and internationally at the trial and appellate court levels. We evaluate and resolve matters from the claims stage through mediation and arbitration. We provide coverage analysis and opinions. We also evaluate client portfolio issues, assist in product development and drafting contract language, and provide training and other advice. We often serve as national or regional counsel. Our lawyers also represent insurers with regulatory compliance. Insurers appreciate The Hinshaw Advantage.

Providing the Full Range of Services

Our advice and representation extends to a full range of matters, including:

Spanning the Full Spectrum of Policy Types

We are well-versed in the full panoply of commercial and personal lines insurance policies, including:

Hinshaw lawyers also have specific experience in a variety of specialty policies, lines, and products, including MGA, jewelers, fine arts and collectibles, classic cars and antiques, identity theft, drones, transportation, pharma, organic foodstuffs, green technology/buildings, weather derivatives, nanotechnology, mining, railroad, kidnap and ransom, travel, equine, animal, warranty programs, life settlements, lender placed coverage, and Native American/Tribal and affinity programs.

Our extensive knowledge also extends to a variety of structures for managing, transferring, and retaining risks, including self-insurance, fronting arrangements, captive policies, risk retention groups, pooling arrangements, and trusts.

Insurance Coverage Litigation & Counseling

Hinshaw is one of the premier law firms representing insurers in a wide-range of coverage litigation and coverage disputes nationally and internationally. Hinshaw lawyers have appeared in courts in every state, in every federal circuit and before the United States Supreme Court. Our experience includes coverage issues arising out of losses relating to products, operations, and premises; pollution, mold, toxic torts, and global warming; intellectual property; invasion of privacy; false imprisonment, slander, and defamation; advertising, publishing, and media liability; cyber liability; malpractice and professional liability claims of various types; spinal fixation devices; construction defects; sexual abuse; murder;
property damage; and lost profits. We represent insurers in declaratory judgment actions, actions involving defense, indemnity, and reimbursement, and actions seeking a wide range of relief including declaratory relief, compensatory and punitive damages, rescission and reformation.

Our lawyers have extensive experience in claims review and analysis, due diligence audits and inspections, negotiating the resolution of specific matters and commutations involving multiple books of business, assisting in building business relationships and workable protocols between companies in addition to serving as counsel in mediations, arbitrations, trials, and appeals in the full range of coverage disputes. We have served as national and regional counsel and are adept at coordinating activities and maintaining consistency.

**Bad Faith, Extra-Contractual Liability, Business Practices, Market Conduct Claims & Class Actions**

Hinshaw lawyers regularly evaluate and advise clients in myriad bad faith, extra-contractual, and market conduct matters. We represent insurers in trial and appeals of first and third party bad faith actions in courts across the country. In addition, we advise clients and provide training in proper claims practices and compliance with statutory, regulatory, and common law requirements and best practices.

Our experience extends to a variety of claims, including allegations of: inadequate investigation; unreasonable failure to defend or indemnify; unfair or improper claims handling; and unfair settlement practices or failure to settle; and in various other allegations. Hinshaw lawyers are well-versed in defeating such claims and in limiting recovery of damages, including punitive damages and attorney fees. We represent insurers with respect to other extra-contractual claims, including claims involving loss control and risk management services; alleged conspiracy claims; alleged improper hiring or supervision of contractors; alleged breaches of fiduciary duties; alleged violations of insurance regulations; and alleged fraud and misrepresentation.

Hinshaw lawyers also represent insurers in the resolution of market conduct claims and class actions, including claims relating to premium pricing, alleged policyholder discrimination, claim adjustments and property valuations, and a variety of other matters.

**Reinsurance & Retrocessional Dispute Resolution & Counseling**

Hinshaw has one of the nation's most well-respected reinsurance practice groups representing foreign and domestic companies. Hinshaw lawyers have experience in a wide-range of issues and disputes confronting ceding companies, reinsurers and retrocessionaires including:

- Rescission, adverse selection, non-disclosure, misrepresentation, fraud, and duties, rights, and responsibilities in connection with underwriting
- Insolvency, rehabilitation, runoff, wind-up, and cut-through issues
- Audits, inspection, discovery, and access to records issues
- Complex allocation and billing issues
- Number of accidents, occurrences, loss occurrences, and aggregation issues
- Following form, follow-the-settlements, and follow-the-fortunes issues
- Custom and usage, course of performance, and contract interpretation issues
- Duties, rights, and responsibilities in connection with claims handling such as notice and rights of association
- Fronting and captive arrangements
- Authority and agency issues
- Umpire, arbitration, and forum issues
- Limits issues
- Extra-contractual liability
- Defense cost and declaratory judgment cost issues
- Letters of credit
- Offsets
- Commission and premium issues
- Retention warranties
- Regulatory requirements and restrictions
- Sole judge and honorable engagement issues

Our reinsurance experience includes representing clients in litigation, arbitration, and dispute resolution. We also provide advice and planning on insurance and reinsurance issues arising in the normal course of business and in connection with commutations, run-off operations, and acquisitions.

**Corporate Transactional, Regulatory, Run-Off & Insolvency Insurance Services**

Hinshaw lawyers have extensive experience in advising and assisting insurers on a wide range of corporate, regulatory, and other commercial and transaction activities, including:

- Conservation, liquidation and rehabilitation issues
- Corporate bylaw drafting and revisions
- Corporate operations, organization, reorganization and structure, including issues related to mutualization and demutualization
- Corporate governance
- Creation of domestic and offshore captives and third-party risk sharing entities
- Filing and obtaining approval of rates and forms
- Insurance company creation and domicile selection
- Mergers and acquisitions involving issues ranging from due diligence to tax implications
- Purchasing assets of insolvent insurance companies
- Federal and state regulatory compliance
- Risk transfer

Hinshaw lawyers regularly assist insurance industry clients in completing high-level business transactions such as strategic business sales and acquisitions, agency/broker relationships, licensing, and response to regulatory authorities. We have represented insurance companies and agencies, third party administrators, managing financial agents and claims specialist in these matters. Hinshaw lawyers have assisted clients in forming domestic captives to afford property, casualty and workers’ compensation coverage for operations in all 50 states. We also advise clients regarding the economic risks and tax consequences associated with self-insurance and captive insurances.

We also have been involved in the creation of captive insurance companies, self-insured pools, risk retention groups, and other vehicles for risk transfer. We have assisted companies in creating and implementing insurance programs and in drafting insurance policies, endorsements, and exclusions.

Our lawyers regularly appear in a wide variety of regulatory matters before state insurance regulators nationwide, defending enforcement actions and other administrative proceedings involving a variety of issues, orders to show cause, agency appeals, notices of non-compliance, and rulemaking.

Hinshaw lawyers have considerable experience in insurance company conservation, rehabilitation, and liquidation proceedings, including: representing insurers before insurance regulators; preparing bids for assumption of business; negotiating and documenting commutations; and litigating reinsurance, claims and asset valuation disputes. Our insurance company insolvency litigation experience includes representing clients in state and federal courts, at both the trial and appellate levels.

We have represented numerous clients — both foreign and domestic — including secured and unsecured creditors of insolvent insurers and policyholder groups. Our attorneys provide advice and representation in connection with fraudulent conveyance and preferential transfer claims and allegations. We counsel insurers regarding required notices and disclosures to regulators and other interested persons. We also negotiate with insurance regulatory and have acted as the statutory receiver of insolvent insurers. We have extensive experience advising on domestic and foreign insurance and reinsurance company insolvencies, schemes of arrangement, and run-off operations, and have devised and executed numerous successful strategies in the context of legacy business.

**Claims, Litigation, & Fees Management Services**

Hinshaw counsels and represents insurers with respect to claims management, litigation management, and legal fees issues and disputes.

We assist insurers in analyzing the reasonableness and necessity of costs and fees incurred in complex litigation. Our lawyers have served as counsel and as experts at the claims stage, in trial and appellate courts, and at mediations and arbitrations. Common matters include analyzing fees and costs of independent counsel, Cumis counsel fee arbitrations, and allocating and apportioning fees and costs. We also assist insurers in implementing billing guidelines and cost controls in complex litigation.

**News**

Coronavirus – a Business Interruption Update
July 27, 2020

Scott Seaman Comments on Competing Proposed Pandemic Risk Program Plans
July 24, 2020
Scott Seaman Discusses U.S. Insurance Trends
July 24, 2020

Hinshaw Lawyers Author Article on Eleventh Circuit Case Addressing Sublimit Coverage
July 24, 2020

Hinshaw Adds Trio to National Insurance Practice in Miami Office
July 14, 2020

Judy Selby Talks Cyber Insurance on the Insuring Cannabis Podcast
July 13, 2020

Scott Seaman Discusses Insurance Cases to Watch in Second Half of 2020
July 7, 2020

Coronavirus – a Bumpy Road Ahead for D&O Insurers
June 25, 2020

June 22, 2020

Property Insurance Coverage For Riot-Related Claims Is Not Automatic
June 19, 2020

June 17, 2020

Hinshaw Announces Publication of 50 State Survey on Workers' Compensation Law
June 15, 2020

Insurers May Have Already Won COVID-19 Coverage Fight
June 5, 2020

Hinshaw/RPC Web Chat – Tales from Covid: Insurance in the Time of Coronavirus – Business Interruption and Insured Insolvency
June 4, 2020

Hinshaw/RPC Web Chat – Tales from Covid: Insurance in the Time of Coronavirus – Bankruptcy and Insolvency of Insureds
June 4, 2020

May 29, 2020

Hinshaw Client Success: New York Court Invokes Sovereign Immunity To Dismiss $15 Million Claims Against The University of Arizona And One Of Its Professors
May 14, 2020

Scott Seaman Discusses Pennsylvania Supreme Court Decision Finding Duty to Defend in Personal Injury Case
May 8, 2020

Forrest Booth Predicts New Admiralty Case Law Will Result from COVID-19 Suits Filed by People Infected by Cruise Ship Passengers
May 4, 2020

Claims Journal Reports That Several Insurance Commissioners Are Wary of Business Interruption COVID-19 Claims
April 30, 2020
Commentary in Mealey’s Litigation Insurance Solvency Report: Overview Of COVID-19-Related Legislative, Regulatory, & Litigation Activity & The Potential Impact On Insurer Solvency
April 24, 2020
Chambers USA Recognizes Hinshaw for its Leading Insurance Practice
April 23, 2020
New E-Book Primer Offers Insights into COVID-19 Insurance Coverage & Reinsurance Claims
April 20, 2020
Commentary in Mealey’s Litigation Report: Tracking COVID-19 Related Legislative & Regulatory Activity Impacting Insurers
April 13, 2020
Law360 Expert Analysis: Reinsurers Must Prepare For Coronavirus-Related Claims
April 13, 2020
Ronald Kammer Explains Why Policyholders Seeking Coverage for Business Losses Resulting from COVID-19 Face an ‘Uphill Battle’
April 3, 2020
Judy Selby Discusses Proposed COVID-19 Business Interruption Legislation in Law360
April 3, 2020
Hinshaw Client Success: Wisconsin High Court Affirms Duty to Defend Victory by Insurer Liberty Mutual
March 25, 2020
March 20, 2020
Advisen Cyber FPN Promotes Hinshaw Advisory Regarding Insurability of CCPA Fines
March 18, 2020
Forrest Booth Discusses Cruise Ship Industry’s COVID-19 Liability
March 17, 2020
Hinshaw's Scott Seaman and Simon Laird of RPC Warn of Risks of US-Style Social Inflation Coming to the UK
February 28, 2020
Expert Analysis Article: Why the Specter of Social Inflation is Haunting Insurers
February 28, 2020
Scott Seaman Analyzes Recent Ransomware Coverage Decision in Business Insurance Magazine
February 7, 2020
Hinshaw Bolsters National Insurance Practice with the Addition of Four Partners in Chicago & Minneapolis
January 28, 2020
Thomson Reuters Publishes Eighth Edition of Insurance Law Treatise Authored by Scott Seaman and Jason Schulze
January 21, 2020
Hinshaw Adds Seasoned Insurance Partner Judy Selby in New York
January 15, 2020
Hinshaw Reviews Key U.S. Insurance Developments in RPC's 2020 Annual Insurance Review
January 10, 2020
Law360 Calls Upon Scott Seaman To Discuss Insurance Cases To Watch In 2020
January 10, 2020

Hinshaw Submits Comments to California Attorney General Regarding Proposed California Consumer Privacy Act Regulations
December 17, 2019

Ken Yeadon Talks to Business Insurance about SEC Disgorgement Case Recently Accepted for Review by SCOTUS
November 14, 2019

November 1, 2019

Hinshaw's Ed Lenci Co-Authors a Briefing Note on ARIAS-U.S.’s New Model International Arbitration Form
September 18, 2019

Client Success: StarStone National Insurance Co. Prevails in Highly Contested Sublimit Coverage Case
September 3, 2019

July 16, 2019

Scott Seaman Discusses the Biggest Insurance Decisions of Mid-Year 2019 with Law360
June 21, 2019

Hinshaw Adds Large Team of Insurance Law Professionals to its Fort Lauderdale Office
May 2, 2019

Chambers USA Once Again Recognizes Hinshaw for its Leading Insurance Practice
April 30, 2019

Hinshaw's Larry Golub Discusses Key Wisconsin Supreme Court Insurance Carrier Ruling with Law360
April 17, 2019

Third Annual Hinshaw Sea Level Rise & Climate Change Conference: Digging for Sea Level Rise Solutions
April 1, 2019

Hinshaw's Ed Lenci Named to Law360's 2019 International Arbitration Editorial Advisory Board
March 26, 2019

Ed Lenci Provides Insights to Law360 About Dublin as an International Arbitral Forum
March 13, 2019

Hinshaw Announces Strategic Alliance with UK-based Reynolds Porter Chamberlain
February 27, 2019

Media Coverage: Hinshaw Announces Strategic Alliance with Reynolds Porter Chamberlain LLP
February 27, 2019

Texas High Court Anadarko Coverage Ruling "Unlikely" to Have Far-Reaching Impact
February 1, 2019

Hinshaw Contributes to 2019 Annual Insurance Review
January 24, 2019

Analyzing State Case Law Interpretations of the Defense Cost Reimbursement Obligation in D&O Policies
January 15, 2019

Thomson Reuters Publishes New Seventh Edition of Scott Seaman and Jason Schulze Insurance Law Treatise
December 21, 2018
Scott Seaman Quoted in Law360 regarding Nevada High Court Adoption of Minority View that a Breaching Insurer's Liability is Not Capped
December 19, 2018

Larry Golub Discusses California Appellate Court Ruling that Expands Coverage for "Loss of Use" Under the Definition of "Property Damage" in a Commercial Liability Policy
November 6, 2018

November 1, 2018

Hinshaw Partner Leonor M. Lagomasino Elected to Three-Year Term as a National Director of DRI
October 25, 2018

Sam Sorich and Larry Golub Discuss California's Post-Wildfire Insurance Laws in Law360 Expert Analysis
October 10, 2018

Scott Seaman Quoted in Law360 Article Discussing Bear Stearns Disgorgement Insurance Coverage Case
October 1, 2018

Hinshaw Insurance Law Radio - Sizzling Insurance Coverage Cases of 2018: Mid-Year Report
August 9, 2018

Forrest Booth Talks Russian Warships and Who Gets the Gold from Sunken Treasures on the Greg and Dan Show
August 3, 2018

Law360 Calls Upon Scott Seaman For Perspective On Recent NJ Supreme Court Decision
July 2, 2018

Hinshaw Insurance Law Radio Interviews Jennifer Hammer, Director of the Illinois Department of Insurance
June 21, 2018

Scott Seaman Quoted in Law360 Article Discussing TIAA Disgorgement Insurance Coverage Case
June 6, 2018

Chambers USA Once Again Recognizes Hinshaw for its Leading Insurance Practice
May 4, 2018

Hinshaw and Florida International University Successfully Conclude Second Annual Climate Change and Sea Level Rise Conference
April 24, 2018

Scott Seaman Featured in International Insurance and Reinsurance Roundtable
April 12, 2018

Expert Analysis: New York Court of Appeals Slams Door on 'Unavailability of Insurance' Exception
March 30, 2018

Scott Seaman Discusses Decision by NY Court to Reject 'Unavailability of Insurance' Exception
March 30, 2018

Hinshaw’s Ed Lenci Named to Law360's 2018 International Arbitration Editorial Advisory Board
March 23, 2018

David Levitt Appointed Chair of DRI's Third-Party Funding Committee
March 14, 2018

January 17, 2018
Hinshaw Insurance Law Radio: 2017 Year in Review with Insurance Reporter Jeff Sistrunk
January 8, 2018

January 3, 2018

Hinshaw's Scott Seaman Quoted in Law360 Article on "Insurance Cases To Watch in 2018"
January 2, 2018

Sixth Edition of Scott Seaman and Jason Schulze Insurance Law Treatise Published By Thomson Reuters
December 19, 2017

Hinshaw's Larry Golub and Scott Seaman Referenced in Law360 Story about 2017's Biggest Insurance Decisions
December 11, 2017

Media Summary: Ed Lenci Speaks to American Banker, HousingWire and Forbes Regarding the Leadership Succession Controversy at CFPB
December 1, 2017

Scott Seaman's Expert Analysis on Opioid Insurance Coverage Litigation
November 27, 2017

Insurers Notch Important Win in Opioid Insurance Coverage Case
November 9, 2017

Hinshaw Achieves National and Regional Recognition in 2018 U.S. News - Best Lawyers® "Best Law Firms" Directory
November 1, 2017

Scott Seaman Considers High-Low Settlement Strategies and Best Practices
October 26, 2017

Scott Seaman Provides Analysis on California False Claims Coverage Action
October 16, 2017

Scott Seaman Provides Analysis on Pennsylvania Supreme Court Bad Faith Decision
September 29, 2017

Law360 Asks Scott Seaman to Weigh-In on High Profile Insurance & Reinsurance Cases Pending before New York's High Court
September 20, 2017

Scott Seaman Provides Expert Analysis on American Law Institute's Latest Draft Restatement of the Law, Liability Insurance
September 19, 2017

Ed Lenci Weighs in on the Advantages of Using Alternative Arbitral Centers
September 19, 2017

Larry Golub Cited in Law360 Article on California Appeals Ruling in Building Damage Case
September 15, 2017

Royal Oakes Discusses Proposed Changes to National Flood Insurance Program
September 12, 2017

Teri Drew Featured in Bloomberg BNA Article on Courtroom Experiences of Women Litigators
August 21, 2017
Hinshaw Attorney David Levitt Honored with Distinguished Member Award by Illinois Association of Defense Trial Counsel
July 6, 2017

Ron Kammer Cited in Article Regarding Florida's Autonomous Vehicle Law
May 26, 2017

Chambers USA Once Again Recognizes Hinshaw For Its Leading Insurance Practice
May 26, 2017

Ron Kammer Takes a Look at How Driverless Cars Will Impact the Insurance Industry
May 10, 2017

Highly Anticipated SCOTUS Ruling in SEC Disgorgement Case Could Benefit D&O Insurers
April 27, 2017

New York Partner Ed Lenci Speaks With Irish National Public Broadcaster About Brexit's Impact
April 26, 2017

Reinsurance Arbitration Award Tossed by Federal Judge for Failure to Disclose Arbitrator Partiality
April 25, 2017

Michael Marick and Scott Seaman Contribute to Reinsurance Professional's Deskbook
April 18, 2017

Scott Seaman to Speak on Duty to Defend and Defense Cost Issues
March 22, 2017

Scott Seaman Discusses Connecticut Appeals Court Allocation Ruling in Asbestos Case
March 8, 2017

Edward Lenci Named To Law360 International Arbitration Editorial Advisory Board
March 6, 2017

Hinshaw's Scott Seaman Named To Law360 Insurance Editorial Advisory Board
February 28, 2017

DRI Professional Perspectives: Failure to Plead "But for" Causation Leads to Dismissal of Malpractice Claim
February 7, 2017

DRI Professional Perspectives

Ronald Kammer, Kent Keller, Michael Marick & Scott Seaman are Listed Among the International Who's Who of Insurance & Reinsurance Lawyers 2017
January 12, 2017

The Door Appears to Be Closing on the 'Unavailability' Insurance Exception
January 10, 2017

Hinshaw Insurance Law Radio Episode 2: An Interview with Insurance Reporter Jeff Sistrunk
January 4, 2017

Thomson Reuters Publishes Fifth Edition of Scott Seaman and Jason Schulze Insurance Law Treatise
December 27, 2016

Scott Seaman: Honeywell Asbestos Liability Case involves a "Bread and Butter" Proposition
December 14, 2016

Maria Quintero Announced as Speaker for the 2016 CLM New York Conference
November 29, 2016
Larry Golub Quoted in Law360 Article on How Nevada Justices May Reshape Insurers' Decision To Defend
November 10, 2016

Larry Golub Quoted in Law360 Article on Policy Assignment Feuds Case in New Jersey Supreme Court
November 7, 2016

Hinshaw Garners More Than Thirty Rankings in 2017 U.S. News - Best Lawyers® "Best Law Firms" List
November 1, 2016

Hinshaw's Insurance Services Practice Group Recognized Nationally as a Tier 1 Firm in Insurance Law by U.S. News -
Best Lawyers®
November 1, 2016

Maria Quintero Quoted in Forbes Article on Google's Concerns Over Michigan's Driverless Car Plan
September 16, 2016

Terese Drew to Be Elected to American Board of Trial Advocates Board of Delegates
August 26, 2016

Thirty Hinshaw Lawyers Named to 2017 Edition of The Best Lawyers in America®
August 15, 2016

Larry Golub Comments on Disputes Between Primary and Excess Insurers in Law360 Article
August 10, 2016

Law360 Article Highlights Suit Filed by Larry Golub Seeking to Show No Coverage for Email Hacking Claim
August 9, 2016

Maria Quintero Quoted in Law360 Article on Trend of Driverless Cars Shifting Liability from Driver to Manufacturer
August 5, 2016

Scott Seaman and Ed Lenci Publish Reinsurance Article in A.M. Best's Review
August 1, 2016

Maria Quintero Authors Article on the Inequality of Women in the Legal Profession
July 27, 2016

Kristina Marsh and Burke Lopez Successfully Obtain Summary Judgment for Commercial Trucking Insurer
July 26, 2016

Paulette Sarp Mentioned in Law360 Article on Eighth Circuit Ruling in Favor of MMIC Insurance Co.
July 19, 2016

Maria Quintero Quoted in Article on the Legal Issues Arising With Pokémon Go
July 18, 2016

Royal Oakes Quoted in Article on Insurance Concerns for the Rio Olympics
July 5, 2016

Ronald Kammer, Kent Keller, Michael Marick & Scott Seaman are Listed Among the International Who's Who of Insurance
& Reinsurance Lawyers 2016
June 27, 2016

Hinshaw Recognized as Leading Firm in 2016 Chambers USA
May 27, 2016

Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP Appoints Scott Seaman and Ronald Kammer to Lead the Firm's Global Insurance Services
Practice Group
May 20, 2016
Hinshaw Names Four New Members of Management Committee  
May 18, 2016

Hinshaw Names Five New Practice Group Chairs  
May 18, 2016

Edward K. Lenci Featured in Law360 Q&A Article  
May 16, 2016

Scott Seaman Quoted in Law360 Discussing New York High Court Ruling on Allocation and Exhaustion  
May 3, 2016

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court Cites Scott Seaman and Jason Schulze’s Insurance Law Treatise  
March 24, 2016

Maria Quintero Appointed to Serve as the National Chair for the Claims & Litigation Management Alliance Extra-Contractual Committee  
March 4, 2016

Timothy Wright and Karen Dixon Co-Author Illinois Chapter for the Duty to Defend Compendium  
February 24, 2016

Michael Marick Discusses His Inspiration for Becoming an Insurance Coverage Lawyer  
February 10, 2016

Peter Felsenfeld Co-Authors “Pros and Cons of Public Agency Captives” in Risk Management Magazine  
February 2, 2016

New Hampshire Supreme Court Cites Michael Marick’s Article on Excess Insurance  
January 26, 2016

Insurance Industry Pioneer Richard D. Barger Has Died at the Age of 87  
January 20, 2016

Crain’s Chicago Business Obtains Insights From Three Hinshaw Lawyers on Steven Spielberg’s Latest Movie, Starring Tom Hanks  
January 20, 2016

Hinshaw Partner Maria Quintero Approved for Membership in the Federation of Defense & Corporate Counsel  
December 18, 2015

Edward Lenci Comments on U.S. Supreme Court Decision Dealing With Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act  
December 2, 2015

Hinshaw Named One of the 10 Mightiest Insurance Practice Groups by Law360  
November 17, 2015

Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP Garners More Than Two Dozen Rankings in U.S. News – Best Lawyers’ 2016 “Best Law Firms”  
November 2, 2015

Edward K. Lenci Authors Article in Law360 on Solving Sovereign Immunity Issues In Reinsurance Disputes  
October 2, 2015

Maria Quintero Quoted in Article “Not Your Father’s Insurance: 6 Technology Trends That Are Revolutionizing Coverage”  
September 22, 2015

Larry M. Golub Quoted in Law 360 Article “Ore. Justices Take On Construction Defect Coverage Query”  
September 11, 2015
Russell Klingaman and Thomas Schrimpf Discuss Drones and the Law
September 1, 2015

Twenty-Eight Hinshaw Lawyers Named to 2016 Edition of The Best Lawyers in America
August 17, 2015

Hinshaw Obtains Victory in Insurance Arbitration
August 13, 2015

Russell Klingaman and Thomas Schrimpf Author Article on Homeowners' Insurance Coverage for Damage Done by UAS Owners' Recreational Drones
August 4, 2015

Scott Seaman Provides Analysis on Insurance Contract Exhaustion in Law360
June 12, 2015

Peter T. Maloney and Travis Wall Author Article on Cybersecurity
June 2, 2015

LifeHealthPro

Scott Seaman Provides Expert Analysis in Law 360
May 28, 2015

Scott Seaman Quoted In Law360 On Insurance Coverage Questions Certified By The Delaware Supreme Court
May 28, 2015

Ronald Kammer, Michael Marick & Scott Seaman are Listed Among the International Who's Who of Insurance & Reinsurance Lawyers 2015
May 22, 2015

Sina Bahadoran Quoted in Law360 Article on Five Insurance Battlegrounds to Watch in Florida
May 21, 2015

Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP Dramatically Expands Its Reinsurance Practice
May 21, 2015

Hinshaw's Insurance Practice and Individual Lawyers Ranked by Chambers USA
May 20, 2015

Scott Seaman Quoted in Law360 Article on Indiana Supreme Court Decision
May 19, 2015

Michael Marick and Scott Seaman Contribute to New Reinsurance Book
May 1, 2015

Hinshaw Propels Insurance Practice Growth with Addition of Eight Partners
April 24, 2015

Kendra Basner Discusses the Challenges of Having it All in The Balance Project Interview
April 6, 2015

Ronald L. Kammer Quoted in Miami Today Article on Reinsurance
March 18, 2015

Miami Today

Hinshaw Partners Sina Bahadoran and Eric A. Hiller Mentioned in Law360 Article, "Insurers Needn't Defend Anda In W. Va. 'Pill Mill' Suit"
March 9, 2015
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP Receives Several Tier One Rankings in Multiple Practice Areas by U.S. News - Best Lawyers 2015
November 3, 2014

David Levitt Quoted in Chicago Lawyer Articles Discussing Pro-Plaintiff Aspects of Illinois Civil Procedure and the Illinois Prompt-Payment Law
October 1, 2014

Press Regarding Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP and Barger & Wolen LLP
September 9, 2014

Twenty-Two Hinshaw Lawyers Chosen as Best Lawyers in America 2015
August 19, 2014

Wendy Wen Yun Chang’s Authors Article Published in California Bar Journal
August 6, 2014
California Bar Journal

Ronald L. Kammer Elected to American College of Coverage and Extracontractual Counsel
June 16, 2014

Maria Quintero Co-Authors Article on Independent Counsel in CLM's Litigation Management Magazine
January 8, 2014
Litigation Management Magazine

Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP Recognized as U.S. News - Best Lawyers 2014 "Law Firm of the Year" in Ethics and Professional Responsibility Law
November 1, 2013

Seventeen Hinshaw Lawyers Chosen as Best Lawyers in America 2014
November 1, 2013

Hinshaw Partner Eric A. Hiller Mentioned in Article, "Law360 Names Attys Who Moved Up The Firm Ranks In Q2" July 12, 2013

Edward Lenci Mentioned in Law360 Article on ACS Loan Inflation Suit
August 31, 2012

Edward Lenci Quoted in Law360 Article on Recovering Cleaning and Contamination Costs from MetLife February 13, 2009

Events
Judy Selby and John DeLascio to Discuss Insurance Coverage Issues and Tips Concerning Biometric Privacy Claims September 17, 2020
Webinar

Judy Selby to Discuss How to Obtain and Maintain Cyber Insurance Coverage August 11, 2020
Webinar

Judy Selby to Present at Lexology Legal Governance, Risk, and Compliance Webinar July 7, 2020
Webinar
Judy Selby to Discuss Current State of Litigation at COVID-19 Insurance Litigation Virtual Summit
June 25 - 26, 2020
Virtual Event

Maria Quintero to Discuss Extra-Contractual Considerations in Connection with Flood of COVID-19 Coverage Claims
April 7, 2020
Webinar

Cancelled: Sea Level Rise & Climate Change Conference

Hinshaw's Judy Selby to Present on Cybersecurity for Law Firms
March 3, 2020
Mineola, New York

Hinshaw and RPC Joint Seminar: What's Driving Claims and Exposures in the United States
February 26, 2020
London, U.K.

Ronald Kammer to Present at National Construction Defect Conference in Fort Lauderdale
November 15, 2018
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Maria Quintero to Speak at 2018 CLM and Business Insurance Construction Conference
September 27, 2018
Chicago Marriott Downtown Magnificent Mile | Chicago, Illinois

Hinshaw Attorneys Scheduled to Present at DRI Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Seminar
September 7, 2018
Loews Hotel | Chicago, Illinois

Larry Golub, Spencer Kook, and John McPherson to Present at PCI's 29th Annual Western Region General Counsel Seminar
July 26, 2018
San Diego, California

John DeLascio to Discuss Legal Trends in Environmental Insurance at 2018 SEIP Conference
June 20, 2018
Sheraton Fisherman's Wharf Hotel
San Francisco, California

Hinshaw's Second Annual Climate Change Conference: "Thinking Beyond Risk"
April 11, 2018
Four Seasons Hotel | Miami, Florida

Ron Kammer to Co-Present at National Construction Defect Conference in November
November 17, 2017
The Ritz-Carlton Fort Lauderdale, FL

Ed Lenci to Speak at Dublin International Arbitration Day
November 10, 2017
Dublin International Arbitration Centre, Dublin, Ireland

Kent Keller to Present at 28th Annual ACIC General Counsel Seminar
July 27, 2017
San Diego, U.S. Grant Hotel
Scott Seaman to Speak on Duty to Defend and Defense Cost Issues  
June 14, 2017

Ronald L. Kammer and Pedro E. Hernandez to Speak at the Insurance in the Construction Industry Conference  
May 11, 2017  
Hampton Inn & Suites - Brickell Downtown, Miami

Hinshaw and the NYSBA Present Event on the Realities of Doing Business in Latin America  
May 9, 2017  
Four Seasons Hotel Miami

Ed Lenci to Speak on Dispute Resolution Involving U.S. Latin America Reinsurance Relationships at ARIAS U.S. Spring Conference  
May 5, 2017  
Naples, Florida

Ed Lenci to Co-Chair the NYSBA's International Section Spring Meeting in Dublin, Ireland  
April 20, 2017  
Dublin, Ireland

Michael Marick Presenting at DRI's Insurance Coverage and Claims Institute Conference  
April 6, 2017  
Chicago, Illinois

Kristen Perkins and Maria Quintero to Speak at CLM Annual Conference  
March 31, 2017  
Nashville, Tennessee

Scott Seaman and Edward Lenci to Present on the Aftermath of the Viking Pump Case  
December 6, 2016

Ed Lenci to Present at Dublin International Arbitration Day 2016  
November 18, 2016  
Dublin, Ireland

Maria Quintero to Moderate Panel at the Association of Defense Counsel of Northern California and Nevada  
November 18, 2016  
Grand Hyatt San Francisco, 345 Stockton Street, San Francisco, CA

Kent Keller to Speak at Shernoff Insurance Bad Faith Seminar  
October 21, 2016  
333 S Figueroa St, Los Angeles, CA 90071

Edward Lenci to Co-Chair Panel at the New York State Bar Association International Section Conference  
October 20, 2016  
Saint James Albany Hotel: 200 Rue De Rivoli, Paris, 75001, France

Scott Seaman and Edward Lenci to Speak at the IRUA Reinsurance Networking Group Meeting & Luncheon  
October 6, 2016  
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP, 800 Third Avenue - 3rd floor, Manhattan, NY (between 49th and 50th streets)

Scott Seaman and Ed Lenci to Speak at Arias California Networking Event on the Bellefont Cap  
September 1, 2016  
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP: One California Street 18th Floor San Francisco, CA 94111
Scott Seaman to Address Fundamental and Emerging Issues in the Excess Insurance Arena
August 9, 2016
Webinar

Royal Oakes and Tom Luetkemeyer to Present at the 27th Annual ACIC General Counsel Seminar
July 27, 2016
Encore at Wynn Las Vegas: 3131 Las Vegas Blvd. South Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Scott Seaman to Address the Latest Developments in Insurance Bad Faith Litigation for DRI Insurance 201 Series
July 20, 2016
Webcast

Maria Quintero to Present at the 2016 Cumis Counsel Seminar
June 24, 2016
The Resort at Squaw Creek: 400 Squaw Creek Road Olympic Valley, California 96146

Travis Wall Co-Present National Underwriter Webcast on Client Data Protection
February 24, 2016

Burke Lopez to Present "Anatomy and Physiology 101 for Attorneys" Seminar
December 4, 2015
Tampa

Michael Marick to Moderate at DRI's Insurance Coverage and Practice Symposium
December 3, 2015
New York, New York

Scott Seaman and John DeLascio to Participate in General Session at ARIAS
November 12, 2015
New York

Hinshaw Partner James H. Kallianis Jr. Acts as Program Chair for the DRI Data Breach & Privacy Law Seminar
November 5, 2015

Michael Marick to Present at DRI's Insurance Law and Claims Conference
October 28, 2015
Hartford, Connecticut

Edward K. Lenci to Present at the New York State Bar Association's International Section Seasonal Meeting
October 14-17, 2015
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Scott M. Seaman to Speak on Insurance Coverage for NRD, CERCLA, RCRA, OPA and Other Claims
September 10, 2015

Mike Marick to Present DRI Coverage and Bad Faith Webcast: July 29
July 29, 2015

Hinshaw Partner Michael M. Marick to Speak at DRI Webcast "Insurance 101: Coverage and Bad Faith Litigation"
July 23, 2015

Scott Seaman to Co-Chair National Forum on Insurance Allocation
June 25, 2015
Omni Chicago Hotel, Chicago, IL

Karen Dixon to Present at IICLE, “The Insurance Jungle—Navigating Your Way to Successful Results.”
May 4, 2015
Busch Stadium, St. Louis, MO
Robert Finley to Present on Medicare Issues for the National Institute for Medicare & Medicaid Education Conference
June 26, 2014

David Grossbaum to Present West LegalEdcenter Live Webcast on Legal Malpractice Insurance Coverage Decisions
January 24, 2014
Webcast

Publications

Books

Another Early Win for Insurers in the Business Interruption Coverage Battles
July 14, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Congresswoman Maloney Announces Made In America: Preparation for a Pandemic Act
July 9, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Proposed Federal Business Interruption Relief Act Introduced, But Text Not Submitted Yet
July 9, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Beyond Data Breach: Evaluating Coverage for Misuse of Information Claims
July 6, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

Capital One Loses Bid to Shield Post-Breach Report from Consumer Plaintiffs
June 29, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

No Protection for Vendor's Forensic Report in Post-Breach Litigation?
June 16, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

What a Difference a Word Makes: "Any Insured" Cross Liability Exclusion Bars Coverage for Lawsuit Against Additional Insured
June 3, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Update on Proposed COVID-19 Insurance Coverage Legislation and Litigation: Are Cooler Heads Beginning to Prevail?
June 1, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Recent Pro-Insurer Developments Concerning COVID-19 Coverage Exposures
May 27, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Illinois Legislature Passes COVID-19 Workers' Compensation Bill Containing Rebuttable Presumption for Front-Line Workers
May 26, 2020
Proposed Illinois Bill Would Create a COVID-19 Business Interruption Insurance Task Force
May 22, 2020
Insights for Insurers

OSHA Guidance on Preparing to Return to Work Includes Recommendations for White Collar Businesses
May 18, 2020
Insights for Employers

Early COVID-19 Liability Suits Raise Employment Practices Liability Insurance Issues
May 12, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Governor Newsom Issues Executive Order Creating Rebuttable Presumption of Workers’ Compensation Compensability for COVID-19 Work-Place Related Illnesses
May 8, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Ohio Supreme Court Rules Pro Rata Allocation Method Required Under “Those Sums” Policies Where Timing of Damages is Known or Knowable
April 24, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Wisconsin and Minnesota Businesses Seek Coverage for COVID-19 Business Interruption Losses in State and Federal Class Actions
April 22, 2020
Insights for Insurers

State Insurance Commissioners Weigh In On Business Interruption Coverage for COVID-19 Losses
April 22, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Proposed Federal Business Interruption Insurance Coverage Act
April 17, 2020
Insights for Insurers

California Department of Insurance Issues Notice to Insurers to Comply with their Legal Requirements with Respect to COVID-19 Related Business Interruption Claims
April 17, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Virus Exclusions Are Not Preventing Some Policyholders from Filing COVID-19 Coverage Lawsuits
April 15, 2020
Insights for Insurers

California Orders Premium Refunds on Policies Exposed to Reduced Risk of Loss Due to COVID-19 Pandemic and Calls for Coverage Extension for Uninsured Delivery Drivers for California Essential Businesses
April 13, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Additional Insights for Insurers From New COVID-19 Coverage Suits
April 9, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Insights on the First COVID-19 Coverage Lawsuits
April 4, 2020
Insights for Insurers
TCPA Fax Claim Is Not a Covered Occurrence; Personal and Advertising Injury Coverage Is Also Not Triggered, Rules Pennsylvania Federal Court
April 1, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Chicago-Area Restaurants Seek Insurance Coverage for COVID-19 Business Interruption Losses in Illinois Federal Court
March 31, 2020
Insights for Insurers

California is the Next State to Request Business Interruption Coverage Information from Insurers
March 30, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Insurers Must Be Proactive to Comply With Federal, State, and Local COVID-19-Related Laws and Regulations to Limit Potential Governmental Overreach
March 27, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Appellate Court Rules Insurers Have Duty to Defend Illinois Biometric Privacy Claim
March 25, 2020
Insights for Insurers

COVID-19, Broken Supply Chains, and Force Majeure
March 21, 2020
Insights for Insurers

U.S. Congress Members Call for Business Interruption Coverage for COVID-19 Losses
March 20, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Future of New Jersey COVID-19 Insurance Coverage Bill is in Question
March 19, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Publication is not Publishing: Ninth Circuit Says Insurer Must Defend Privacy Suit
March 18, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

As COVID-19 Coverage Law Suits Are Filed, New Jersey Legislature Considers Mandated COVID-19 Business Interruption Coverage
March 17, 2020
Insights for Insurers

NYDFS Instructs Insurers to Provide Explanations of Coverage for COVID-19 Losses
March 13, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Evaluating the Insurability of CCPA Fines Assessed by the California Attorney General
March 12, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

Fourth Circuit Holds Privacy Exclusion Bars Coverage for Law Firm's DPPA Claim
March 10, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

Insureds Likely Face Uphill Battle in Seeking Coverage for Coronavirus Losses
March 9, 2020
Insights for Insurers
The Latest Decision in the Global Re Case
March 6, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Computer Fraud and Funds Transfer Fraud Coverages Not Triggered by Social Engineering Phishing Scam
March 2, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

Coverage for Phishing Loss Precluded by Voluntary Parting Exclusion; Forgery Coverage Not Triggered
February 26, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

Court Rejects Coverage for Phishing Loss Under Financial Institutions Bond, Calls for More Briefing on Computer Systems Fraud Coverage Issue
February 17, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

Insurers Take Steps to Reduce Silent Cyber Exposure
February 10, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

Commonsense Prevails; Intentional Attack is not an Insured Accident
February 7, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Confirming a "But-For" Test, Federal Court Rejects "Semantic" Attempt to Narrow Liability Policy's TCPA Exclusion
January 31, 2020
Insights for Insurers

Policyholders Face Substantial Challenges in Obtaining Coverage for Cyber Claims Under First-Party Property Policies
January 29, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

What's Keeping Corporate Directors & Officers Up at Night: Accelerating Privacy Regulation
January 28, 2020
Insights for Insurers: Cyber Coverage

Insurer had no duty to defend based on the "expected or intended" injury exclusion
June 3, 2014
Insurance Coverage Alert